Honor System Applies To Reserve Books

BY TOM BOPP

ASCP Vice-President

Several questions and complaints have recently been raised concerning the reserve book system of the campus libraries. Failure to comply with the library rules on reserve books for several years, and recently the number of violations has risen at an alarming rate. Many causes are responsible for this. Not the least is the unclarity in the rules themselves, for they are plainly unattributable to the Honor System.

One violation has arisen as to the social behavior behind the reserve book system. The reserve book is a valuable supply. The reserve book is set aside for students, for they are plainly sets of reference books. The reserve book is unattributable to the Honor System. The reserve book is usually set aside for students, for they are plainly unattributable to the Honor System.

Reluctant to drag this tiresome issue once again into the administrative office, Spicer Conant, President, will have an opportunity to speak at the quick way in which this matter is handled. We were nevertheless forced by conscience to do so since it was not arguing against the way to Disneyland where they bring the underdeveloped technologies to a house possession of the trophy. It was not arguing against the way to Disneyland where they bring the underdeveloped technologies to a house possession of the trophy.

(Continued on page 3)

Editorial

Student Revolt Rumored

Nuclear testing and bomb shelters are all right to think about, but let’s talk about something that hits closer to home—the responsibility of a campus newspaper to comment on the social behavior of our own time. We are becoming alarmed at the quick way in which people have started to categorically label us as “the silent generation,” the “conservative generation,” the “beat generation,” or any other one- adjective generation. Now, influenced mightily by the uneasy awe-inspiring example of the Potomac clan, another shibboleth looms distressingly large. It is now a chic and collegiate fad to be physically fit and if there’s anything responsible students should hold, it’s physical fitness.

Why should third term seniors take PE? Reluctant to drag his tiresome issue once again into the open, we were nevertheless forced by conscience to do so since it was not arguing against the way to Disneyland where they bring the underdeveloped technologies to a house possession of the trophy.

(Continued on page 2)

Talcott Brings “Othello” To Tech; Play Boasts Professional Cast

Talcott brings “Othello” to Tech; play boasts professional cast

Technicians will have a chance to get in on the preview perform-

(Continued on page 2)

Illicit Frustrates Agricultural Progress; Hamper Aid Programs In Southeast Asia

Gladiwyn Young, an agricultural economist and presently Director of the Soil Conservation and Soil Conservation Service for the U. S. Department of Agriculture, described the importance of education, modern technology, and effective organization and administration of successful agricultural aid programs in a Carnegie Technical Co-Operation lecture on Tuesday.

Many of Young’s remarks were based on observations made during a recent tour of Southeast Asia. And other important areas, in the company of Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman. He began by stating that food deficiencies in many of these underdeveloped areas are not due to lack of resources but rather to lack of application of known modern technology. The major part of his lecture was then devoted to justifying this statement and underlining some of the principal difficulties of a technical assistance program in such areas.

Illicit Masses

Young’s personal conviction is that the greatest impediment to land and water resources development programs in these areas is the need for unification of universals base education and that a “venerable of highly trained people cannot lead unskilled and illiterate masses to development”.

He also noted that the cultural, educational, and, particu-

(Continued on page 3)
surprisingly, a heterogeneous, emotional, aesthetic and philosophical program for not requiring third-term seniors to take PE. Quickly generalizing a formal approach, we shall list the most persuasive of many: 1. "It is a well-known fact that third-term seniors have more pressing obligations: buying a class ring, sending out graduation announcements, getting a date for the gala graduation sock hop, studying for those ever-important finals, raking only one more day before graduation." 1. "We must police your fitness programs to allow us to remain F-F, thus defending our democratic ideals in the battles of the laboratory where we are certainly valuable." 3. "Everyone knows that isometric contraction will fast reproduce the classic cases:." 4. "This will allow us more time to plan intercollegiate sports. Information from high-placed sources indicate that a near-record total of 71 seniors are planning to play baseball third term.

"The gymnasium smells.",

These are but a few of the most enigmatic and unanswerable questions. Others are available for lending purposes in the California Tech office.

A 175-man chorus has been crying in the wilderness (that is, south of California and north of Monterey) against the wilderness day attacks, going to the beach, scheming to find natural history, getting a date for the gala graduation.

And what a lovely collection of dollars. There was a very impressive representation from Scripps there and a few of the better UCLA crews. Follows who had carefully avoided the activity of picking up the girls found themselves maneuvering valiantly to take them home.

Two sets of转换器 graced the evening. It’s obviously crashed in flames. Three high school girls in shorts and sandy bare feet had enough grace to leave their surfboards behind but not enough to avoid being asked to leave a few minutes after arriving. But they did leave. The party itself was some fine banjo and guitar playing and singing, but all three groups were quite as they drove on our students.

Quick action is essential. Let us strike while the die is hot; a boy in the hands would be disastrous.

We urge all seniors to write their local EPC member; we urge freshmen sophomores and juniors alike to realize we are fighting their battles too.

"The ideal undergrad should do to Daddy’s cat..."

Mr. Science, please darling in the wonderful world of quantum mechanics. Do you know what that is?

Dick: Is that what Mr. Jones does? He’s a Dicky’s cat?

Mr. Science: Well, that’s close, Dick. (Isn’t he cute, folks?) No, even closer. Anything is about the important effects of small things.

JANE: You mean like Mother Murphy’s Minute Munchies! Mr. Science: Who the hell asked?

SPOT: (Bites Mr. Science in the leg.)

AUDIENCE: Hah! Mr. Science: Because we have Bred and Wigger Theorem which states that... JANE: I have to go to the bathroom.

Mr. Science: Bred wo... I mean, who taught you all that, Dick?

DICK: I go to CAL TECH!!!

Mr. Science: And further, if you know where it is you don’t go looking for it where it is?

DICK: But Mr. Science, how do you know that position and linear momentum fail to commute?

Mr. Science: Huh? Spot: Stare!!

DICK: And if you scale the city doesn’t vanish over a large region... Mr. Science: Well, folks, the old clock’s gittin’ round to... Dick: We can apply Green’s Theorem and the wave functions are multiply increas-... JANE: Just like Mother Murphy’s Minute Munchies! Mr. Science: Who the hell asked?

SPOT: (Bites Mr. Science in the leg.)

AUDIENCE: Boo, hoo! Dick: Therefore we have Bred and Wigger Theorem which states that... JANE: I have to go to the bathroom.

Mr. Science: Bred wo... I mean, who taught you all that, Dick?

DICK: I go to CAL TECH!!! (Tweets violently.)

AUDIENCE: Wild applause, dancing in the aisles, Saturnalia, the passing of gas. In the confusion enter KLAUS FUCHS and NIKITA KHRU- SCHYEV who carry Dick off to a waiting spacer capsule as this CURTAIN FALLS.

THE CAMPUS BARBER SHOP

New Location: South End of T-4

ALL HAIRCUTS $1.50

Two Bartenders to Serve You

EPC Actions, Aims Listed

BY FLETCH MURPHY

Grad Party Number Two was held last Friday night in the elegant home of Susan Halm. People who said they’d never Twirl unless they were really big enough to make it are Dick and Twisted. People who went to the party never having seen the Pachanga, the party never having seen the Limbo. People who had never seen the Limbo, tried it, and wished they had never seen the Limbo. Early in the evening there was some fine banjo and guitar playing and singing, but all three groups were quite as they drove on our students.

Panel Sees No Harm In Shelter

Despite an undilatable reasonable tendency on the part of its participants to agree on issues, a panel on "The Geography Division: De- fense — Savior or Menace" came up with some interesting conclusions on its topic Tuesday evening in a YMCA-sponsored Daeyon Lounge meeting.

The panel, comprised of Har­ rison Brown (moderator) and Bruce Murray from Caltech’s Geography Division, David Elliot from the Humanities Division, and Rev. John Baker from the Neighborhood Church in Pasadena, went over most of the "bomber-bombing" defense, and came up with the modest conclusion that CD is a Good Thing, although not necessarily one that will harmonize between members of just how good Good is.

Dr. Murray, who works in Caltech’s Lunar Lab and is interested in space shots to the moon and what happens when you get there, took the viewpoint that CD in some aspects (like fallout shelters in rural areas and also public education as to the dangers) can be a pretty useful thing, and came out in favor of the current Administra- tion’s program. He said CD is something like insurance — you can never have too much of it, but you also have to balance the costs, economic and psychological, involved.

Dr. Elliot and Baker came out in positions roughly flank- ing Rev. Murray. Rev. Elliot, whose business is saving men’s souls, also seemed strongly pré- disposed to support the defense at any cost and seemed to ad- dress the audience in the knowledge that about a quarter of the nation’s 500 billion Gross National Product be used into the defense budget.

From the "Cum Laude Collection"

University Fashion in Batiste Oxford

This authentic Arrow button-down, has a special appeal for you.

Here’s why... Arrow craftsmanship is encouragement of men’s wear, properly fitting roll collar. The shirt is Mitzoga cut to fit the lines of your body with neat 1/8" seam around the waist. In stripes and solid colors of your choice. Sanforized labeled.

$5.00

"ARROW"

From the "Cum Laude Collection"
By Steve Schwarz

"running gag," (whose greatest exponent, recently, has been Jack Benny): here one repeats a vacuous phrase until, hopefully, it becomes funny through sheer repetition. He also relies heavily on the evocation of subjects like "Frivolity" and "Im-"..."

Pistol

Put two ice cubes in an ordinary fashioned glass. Fill the glass half full of water, and fill up to 151 proof Demara rum. Add a dash of grenadine and a couple of splashes of orange juice to taste. Stir and strain over ice, and garnish with a lime slice.

The drink comes highly recom- mended. I have not tried it with Demara rum, but with other rums it is very surpris- ingly smooth and deadly.

An even smoother and almost readily drinkable is the Singapore Sling. There are many personal variations on this, but the way I make it in bars is the fol- lowing:

SINGAPORE SLING

1 to 2 jigger gin
1 ounce maraschino cherry juice of 1/2 ounce
Strain lemon juice into 14- ounce glass with three ice cubes. Add gin and cherry brandy. Stir. Fill glass with club soda and stir lightly again. Commence. Your taste may prefer more cherry brandy, but this quantity will make a smooth, albeit slightly sour drink.

Othello

(Continued from page 1) was in the world premiere of Christopher Fry's "The Lady's Not For Burning" in London; and Janis Fuller (Blanaid), from the Globe Theatre in San Diego, has played ten Shakespearean parts in the last three years.

Others in the cast include: Conrad Parham (Iago), who has been seen on "Hawaiian Eye," "Alcoa Presents," and "Kraft Workshop." He has worked with the American Shakespeare Company at Stratford, Connecticut; Olive Cromwell (Desdemona), who has previously held such es- cents as guest artist and guest teacher. She is a featured speaker at the Los Angeles Art Centers for two years after completing basic training.
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Swimmers Victorious
In Conference Relays

In the first dual track meet of the season, the Caltech varsity lost to Claremont-Harvey Mud 71-60 at Tournament Park last Thursday. At the same time the Beavers swept Pomona by a score of 60-45, for their second one-point loss in two meets.

Weakness in Running

Weakness in the running events severely handicapped the varsity which took firsts in all six field events. Aram Mekjian, with a personal best season of 217', won the javelin throw with a 199 ½' toss. Strong-armed George Badke led all scorers with a first places in four events, partners Chen and Seib took third in the weight throw and a second in the discus and the shot put.

First Match Scheduled Today

Barring the high probability of being swept again, the first track meet finals are scheduled for this afternoon. The meet has been moved twice already because of rain.

After four sports, the current intercollegiate standings are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HOUSE</th>
<th>SPORTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Darbs Lead
In Discobolus

Preventing Dabar was respon- sible for all Darb touch- downs with scoring passes to Frank Ridolph and Dean Ger- ber and a touchdown reception from Chuck MacBurney. The extra point was an Arndt-Larry trilogy.

Roddock scored first when Chuck Vinehaldler shook off a Dabar threat and passed a pass on his own goal-line and raced the entire length of the field for a touchdown. (Continued on page 3)

Applications Due

Applications for the following ASCUP appointive positions will be accepted by the BOD until the next meeting of the Student Coun- cil, Wednesday, April 18, and Califor- nia Tech Business Manager — due April 2; Big T Business Manager — due April 2; I-Goldman, Secretary; Head Yell Leader, and Room Chair — due April 4; and Room Chair and Executive Committee — due April 16. All applications should be submitted to Mr. Steve Green, ASCUP Business Man- ager, in Fleming House.

Junior Year
In New York

An unusual one-year program for students who wish to broaden their horizons.

Write for brochure.

Junior Year Program
in New York

New York, N. Y. 3, N. Y.
**ACLU Panel Features Censorship Experts**

At an ACLU debate on censorship on March 29, panel members presented well defined positions on the question. Mr. Schlochet of the ACLU presented the classical liberal position opposing censorship of all kinds on any level. George Heimrich vigorously attacked the religious view that sex interferes with freedom of speech. He challenged Mr. Schlochet to present an alternative to the present method. Dr. Strout emphasized to Osborne that this was a double standard. Osborne's answer was that the flexibility of the system was its real beauty.

**Math Club Formed Slates Lectures**

The Caltech math club held an organizational meeting last Thursday and elected officers. Bob Causey was picked president, John Lindsey vice-president and Roger Hill secretary-treasurer. Professor Tom Apostol is acting faculty adviser.

In addition to sponsoring visiting speakers, the club plans several other kinds of activities. Arrangements are being made to award prizes to original undergraduates in math research. The club will also maintain a notebook of original problems and solutions in the math library, and occasionally club members will give lectures on their own research.

Mr. Solomon, a psychiatrist, spoke very little during the debate. He said many parents would like to abolish sex and feel guilty about it. They would gladly relinquish their authority to a censorship board.

The debate was interesting because the panels listed differences about censorship on a different level. Schlochet argued principles; Osborne, existing practices; Heimrich, religious principles; and Strout argued against the double standard.

**Russian Chorus Slates Concert**

Yale University's Russian Chorus, undergraduates and recent graduates of Yale, will be spending a day on the Caltech campus third term. This group, after spending several summers behind the Iron Curtain, came to Caltech last March as part of their West Coast tour. Their film and engrossing discussion of Russia aroused a great deal of interest here among Caltech students. Their visit was crowned with a concert in Culbertson Hall and was so well received that the chorus will follow a similar program here this year.

The chorus will arrive on Wednesday, March 29, and leave Thursday the 30th. Their music will be presented at 9 p.m. Wednesday evening in Culbertson Hall. Tickets will be $1.50 for students and $1.00 for others. They may be obtained from the office of the YMCA or from the Caltech News Bureau.

During their stay the members of the chorus will be living in rooms scattered among the Student Houses and will eat their meals with the Caltech students under Saga. Students interested in sharing their rooms with one of these men should contact Victor Sirelson in Blacker or any member of the committee in charge.

**Track Meet**

(Continued from page 4) Distances were Randy Cassada (first in the broad jump), Neal Wright (first in the 880-yard run), and Al Lidd (seconds in the mile and two miles). The freshmen relay team of Jim Elder, Ken Ludwig, Wright and Studier won the mile relay in the good time of 3:37.7.

**Editor Of Week**

(Continued from page 3) visitors at ease by talking of track and field. Reputedly engaged to a sloe-eyed lass from San Francisco State, Lance has never been one to neglect the social side of life. When informed of being chosen Runner-up Editor of the Week, Lance modestly remarked, "Well, I'll..."
Both vulnerable. South deals.

**West**
- 4 2
- K Q 6 3
- J 10 8
- J 7
- 6 3
- K 10 8
- 10 9 2
- 5 2
- 5 3
- 6 4 3
- 8
- 9 8 7
- 5 2
- 8
- 10
- 9 2

**South**
- K 10
- 9 6
- A J 10
- A
- 7
- 8
- 6 5 4 3
- 8
- 9 6
- 5 2
- 6 4 3
- 10

Both vulnerable. South deals.

"Thank you, partner," sighed South as dummy was laid down. Shaded bids had got North-South to a shaky game contract on this hand; with a possible loser in each black suit and five possible red-suit losers (at most three of which could be ruffed or discarded in dummy), prospects looked poor. But South had been bawled out for not noticing dummy reversals before, so he mentally reversed the roles of dummy's and declarer's hands — ah, yes! Dummy had only three losers if clubs were ruffed properly and if the spade finesse was guessed correctly.

After this preliminary planning, and with a vague idea of transportation to dummy's clubs worked out, South covered West's jack of clubs, losing to East's ace. Back came the club ten, on which West played the seven, dummy the ten, and South a diamond; West's high-low indicated the danger of a club ruff. South led the spade jack, and when East failed to cover, overtook with his king — figuring East to be an "always cover an honor" man and hence West to be the holder of the queen. The ten of spades was finessed and the ace taken, dropping West's queen and last black card. Declarer, now ready to finesse his own hand and endplay West, led a low heart and put up his ten, bringing out West's queen. The rest was easy, for South got a free red trick when West led and could trump a heart or diamond with dummy's last trump to get to its two good clubs. Thus dummy lost only a heart and a club.

"Trivial hand" bragged South, as the game and rubber were scored. "I gotta study," muttered West, as he walked off in a daze.

Even Math 5 was easier to bear than South's making five with every finesse against him.

**Photoquiz**

This popular professor has just: 1) announced a "pop quiz;" 2) caught his finger in the blackboard; 3) won the Nobel Prize.

This Techman is: 1) Auditioning for "West Side Story;" 2) Auditioning for a Playboy ad; 3) Different from his classmates.

This man thinks: 1) He's Matt Dillon; 2) He's the jolly green giant; 3) He can see Brooklyn by standing on his tiptoes.

This man is smiling because: 1) He's lost seven consecutive elections; 2) He likes off-campus life; 3) He never gets any.

How much did Bob Koh pay for this car?